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In this work, the impact of the serpentine copper tube heat exchanger with nanofluids on 100W solar photovoltaic thermal collectors
(PV/T) was analyzed experimentally and numerically. The cooling fluids assessed in this system were distilled water, Al2O3 0.1%, and
Al2O3 0.2% based nanofluids. Tests were accomplished at diverse coolant mass flow rate in India’s summer days of 2018. A
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigation was carried out to perform a parametric study, identify surface and exit T profiles,
and examine the cooling effectiveness. The impact of mass flow rate of nanofluid on the outside T and Reynolds number were studied.
The Reynolds number obtained in the flow experiments and CFD analysis was in the range of 900–1,300. Themaximum irreversibility
occurred while using water, whereas minimum irreversibility obtained Al2O3 0.2% nanofluid. Exergy efficiency was found to be
increased from 20% to 36% during the day. It was identified that the increase in PV/T scheme led to higher exergy losses. The thermal
efficiency of a water-based cooling system resulted in 53.61%. Meanwhile, Al2O3 0.1% and Al2O3 0.2% based coolants provided 69.45%
and 71.02%, respectively. A good agreement was obtained between the experimental results and the computer model.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, more existing cities are getting converted into
green and smart cities. There are tremendous benefits in
greening existing cities. Green and smart cities are mutually
inclusive and would offer tangible and intangible benefits.
It is learned that the greening of existing cities achieves an
11%–13% decrease in power demand due to a higher share of
solar thermal, photovoltaic, and other renewable energy.

A solar PV/T converts solar emissions to electrical energy
and thermal energy simultaneously. It is a series of solar cell

that changes solar rays into electricity and a solar heat col-
lector that absorbs the rest energy and keeps away left-over
heat from a PV study. Due to this setup, the overall energy
effectiveness of PV/T is more than that of solar photovoltaic
(PV) or separate solar thermal collectors. A rise in T
occurred due to heat production, reducing the efficacy of
solar cells while operating. Consequently, a heat-carrying
mechanism is needed from the PV cells to offer the cooling
effect to cells and lower the resistance, which leads to an
increase in efficiency [1]. An solar photovoltaic/thermal
(SPV/T) collector is basically a conductive metal structure
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in a hollow shape for placing the PV panels. Heat is radiated
from these panels into a covered hole of the shallow metal
box. The T where a PV module operates is equivalent to the
total of the heat it generates and the heat it loses to the
surroundings. The PV module’s T and the other materials
it came into touch with differed, which led to conductive
energy loss. The thermal conductivity of a PV module deter-
mines its option to transmit heat to its environment. The
transmission of heat away from a surface. Consequently, one
substance moving from across the top of another is called
convective heat transfer (CHT). CHT occurs in PV modules
when the wind blows around the module’s surface. Radiation
is the final method whereby the PV module can transport T
of the surrounding atmosphere.

Dwivedi et al. [1], Shahsavar et al. [2], and Hossain et al.
[3] proved that heat removal from a solar PV system is effec-
tive while using water or nanofluids as a cooling medium.
Lalović et al. [4] and Alzaabi et al. [5] proposed a design of
collector pipes to upsurge the contact arena among the pipes
and PV panels to increase the heat transfer (HT). Yu et al. [6]
and Azari et al. [7] have examined the laminar-forced convec-
tion flows through water–Al2O3 nanofluids. They showed that
increasing the Al2O3 volume fraction could improve the heat
transfer rate. Gupta and Prasad [8] and Ranga Babu et al. [9]
performed a comprehensive study with Al2O3, SiO2, CuO, and
vegetable oil–water emulsion to examine HT capabilities.

Bellos et al. [10] and Rasheed et al. [11] concluded that the
HT coefficient enhanced considerably with the increased nano-
particle concentration. Qeays et al. [12], Bambrook et al. [13],
and Leong et al. [14] found that the friction factor increased
with the use of nanofluids though there is an increase in
HT rate. Wole-Osho et al. [15] investigated the effects of
ZnO–water (0.5%) nanofluids on the HT of flat plate collectors
(FPC). The result displayed that a higher T gradient could be
achieved than that of water. Ajay and Kundan [16] evaluated
the applications of SiO2 and CuOof 20nmnanofluids of 0.01%
volume concentration in a parabolic-shaped concentrating
solar collector. They demonstrated that the efficiency of collec-
tor is improved by 6% while using SiO2 and CuO.

Moghadam et al. [17], Ekramian et al. [18], and Shafiey et al.
[19] analyzed CuO–water-based nanofluid impact on a solar col-
lector in comparison to water. The outcomes showed that an
increase in the mass fraction of nanofluid decreases the specific
heat. In turn, less energy was needed to raise the T. Mahian et al.
[20] investigated theHT features of Al2O3/water nanofluidwith a
particle sizeof25, 50, 75, and100nm,withvolumeconcentrations
up to 4% and at a constant discharge in a solar collector. The HT
coefficient values andNusselt number were considerably affected
by the uncertainties in thermophysical models and tube rough-
ness. An energy life cycle assessment of nanofluid-based PV/T,
PV, and traditionalPV/Tsystemswas carriedoutbyHossain et al.
[21]. In comparison to PV and PV/T systems, it was found that
the yearly exergy output of 1.3MWh/m2 had the lowest exergy
payback of 2 years for nanofluid-based PV/T. Highest heat effi-
ciencyof 70%with active solar still was reachedbySingh et al. [22]
after doing an experimental and theoretical analysis on PV/T
systemcoupled solar still.Theperformance and stability improve-
ment of the SiC nanofluid in the ST collector was examined by

Li et al. [23]. For a 1wt%SiCnanofluid, theyobserved apeak solar
conversion efficiency of 96.8%. Verma et al. [24] conducted an
experimental assessment of the effect of several nanofluids on
the enhancement of ST collector power. It was found that the
Mg nanofluids exhibit more power production than the CuO
nanofluids. Numerical analysis was performed byWole-Osho
et al. [25] to determine how Al2O3 water nanofluid affected
the PVT system’s performance. A peak thermal energy per-
formance of 89% was found. Salari et al. [26] tested a PVT
module with phase change material in their numerical study.
They chose a variety of nanofluids, such as MWCNT, MgO,
and MgO/MWCNT hybrid nanofluids. The PVT module
with a hybrid nanofluid demonstrated an overall power per-
formance of 58.66%. Ma et al. [27] developed a 2D numerical
model to calculate the effects of numerous variables on the
power output of the PVT–ST system, including flow rate,
irradiation, and coolant inflow temperature. The PVT–ST
system’s annual electrical and thermal power outputs were
found to be 298.5 and 2,096.5 kWh, respectively. Additionally,
utilizing a 2D mathematical model, a numerical study on the
PVT–ST water-based system was carried out in another study
[28]. According to the findings, the combined system that has
glass covers on both the PVT and ST components exhibits the
best overall power and energy performance. An innovative
hybrid drying equipment which is powered by a solar PV/T
air collector and a wind turbine was designed and tested to
address the issue of a solar drying device’s inadequate energy
supply by Kong et al. [29]. The findings showed that the
energy generated by solar and wind energy satisfied the needs
of the drying system for continuous operation. On the effec-
tiveness of PV/T, the impact of nanofluid stability and syn-
thesizing techniques was assessed by Parsa et al. [30]. The
impact of flow patterns in various nanofluid types on the
PV/T system was also investigated. It was observed that com-
pared to the two-step preparation process, the energy and
exergy of the PV/T for one-step nanofluid were significantly
enhanced. Additionally, it was found that by increasing nano-
fluid in a one-step approach from 1%–3% to 3%–5%, all
efficiencies rose linearly. In order to determine the least
entropy generation dependent on the second law of TD,
Chauhan et al. [31] devised a simple solar PV/T model.
They found that the minimum entropy generation of PVT
systems is in the range of 500–526Wand the peak temperature
difference could reach 18°C, resulting in a 9.6% improvement
in electrical efficiency. A numerical model developed by
Ooshaksaraei et al. [32] was used to assess the energy and exergy
efficiency of the PV/T system. It was found that when the packing
factor was 0.7, the exergy efficiency could reach 9.5%, and when
the flow rate varied was increased, the system’s energy efficiency
also increased. In order to look into system irreversibility, Rashidi
et al. [33] reviewed the entropy production of numerous solar
thermal energy systems. According to their analysis, they found
that the entropy generation reduction method of designing is the
best option for solar energy systems.

In a glazed tube and sheet PV/T system with a heat
exchanger, Jakhar et al. [34] evaluated the performance of
an alumina/water nanofluid in a semiarid location in Pilani,
Rajasthan (India). Under equal Re comparison, they found
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that the PV/T systemwithNF performs better. Improvements
include a 2°C drop in PV panel temperature, a 6°C drop in the
temperature difference between the PV/T outlet and input,
a 0.1% increase in electrical efficiency, and a 4% increase in
thermal efficiency. In a similar study, Jakhar et al. [35]
assessed the effectiveness of the PV/T system using various
nanoparticles. They found that with nanoparticles, the HTC
rises and varies between 250.6 and 529.20W/m2K, 255.42 and
539.8W/m2K, and 261.1 and 550.8W/m2K for volume frac-
tions of 0.5%, 1.0%, and 1.5%, respectively, for Reynolds num-
bers of 250–1,500. Jakhar et al. [36] also proposed an earth
water heat exchanger (EWHE), a unique PV panel cooling
system, and modeled using TRNSYS v17.0 software for the
conditions in Pilani, Rajasthan (India). They found that the
PV panel’s temperature decreases to 46.29°C when connected
to a EWHE system and their efficiency increases to 11%with a
mass flow rate of 0.022 kg/s. A PVT system was evaluated by
Yazdanifard et al. [37] for laminar and turbulent flows using
nanofluids. They concluded that the presence of nanoparticles
improved overall performance. Al2O3/water, TiO2/water, and
ZnO/water are three different forms of nanofluids that were
used in the numerical analysis of the sheet- and tube-type
PVT system by Sardarabadi and Passandideh-Fard [38].
They found that in terms of electrical performance, the
TiO2/water- and ZnO/water-based PVT systems outperform
the Al2O3/water-based PVT system. Moradgholi et al. [39]
employed a combination of methanol and Al2O3 to carry
out an experimental inquiry to evaluate the impact of a nano-
fluid. According to their findings, the addition of the nano-
fluid increases power generation by 1.4 (W) as a result of a
14.5 (°C) drop in temperature. Purohit et al. [40] carried out
yet another numerical analysis to assess the effects of nano-
fluid on the PVT system in laminar flow. For different nano-
particle concentrations and Reynolds numbers, they looked at
two scenarios of pure water and the water/alumina nanofluid
in the PVT. It was reported that, when nanoparticles are
added, the HT coefficient rises by 25.2% as compared to pure
fluid at fixed Reynolds numbers. Jidhesh et al. [41] carried out
thermal modeling for a semitransparent photovoltaic–thermal
hybrid collector using CuO nanofluid. They found that the
overall exergy efficiency of SPV–THC employing CuO nano-
fluid and water rose by 26% and 12.25%, respectively, when
compared to a standard PV system. Shahsavar et al. [42] carried
out an experimental investigation to find the energy and exergy
performance of a nanofluid-based photovoltaic thermal unit
outfitted with a grooved helical microchannel heat sink.
It was seen that the staggered unit has an overall energy effi-
ciency of 17.05%, which is 6.96% greater than the simple and
parallel units. In another study, Shahsavar et al. [43] conducted
an experimental examination into the impacts of a water/mag-
netite nanofluid and flow channel configuration on PVT sys-
tems. It was found that the PVT-8S system offers the most
effective configuration since its total energy efficiency is
5% : 87% greater than that of the PVT-4S system and
15% : 59% higher than that of the PVT-0S system.

It has been identified from the above literature study that
the effect of using a sinusoidal serpentine tube on the overall
performances of a nanofluid-based PVT system has not been

attempted experimentally. Even though researchers have
achieved substantial advancements in cooling for SPV/T sys-
tems, exergy losses are still being reported at a high level.
To boost the rate of HT, liquid cooling improvement devices
must fundamentally have an optimum design. However,
there are not many documents in the literary works on liquid
cooling systems that use purified water, Al2O3 0.1%, and
Al2O3 0.2% in the serpentine tube heat exchangers to lower
the T rise of PV/T systems. This study intends to examine the
arrangement of serpentine tube heat exchangers with nano-
fluids to fill this research gap. This serpentine tube holds a huge
HT region in a little space with a higher coefficient of HT. The
coolant arrives at the bottom side of the heat exchanger and
carries away the Tedlar heat engrossed at the bottommost of
the solar PV board. The solar flux and flow have always been
uniformly distributed in most numerical simulations using 1D
or 2D analysis, and many relationships in the models are
similarly predicated on a uniform T. The stream will be heated
unevenly and, thus, will be nonuniform due to the nonuniform
solar flux upon on outermost layer of the inner absorber tube.

This experimental and computational study aims to
(1) conduct an energy study for a 100W solar PV/T collector
by a serpentine tube heat exchanger using the first and sec-
ond laws of effectiveness. (2) Conduct computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) investigation to perform a parametric study
and identify surface and exit T profiles, for three liquids at
different mass flow rates to analyze the cooling effectiveness.

2. Experimental Strategy

2.1. Test Setup. This experimental system comprises a 100W
SPV/T of capacity with a collector area of 0.915m2. A ser-
pentine tube heat exchanger was fitted under the solar panel
absorber plate. The working fluids considered were pure
water and aluminium oxide (Al2O3) with nanoparticles var-
ied in water concentration (φ) 0.1% and 0.2% (w/v), which is
used as base fluid (BF). They were supplied over the serpen-
tine flow copper tube heat exchanger by the mass flow rate of
0.015, 0.0133, and 0.0117 kg/s. These values were chosen
based on the similar kind of experiments available in the
surveyed literature.

Anna University in Chennai designed, created, and veri-
fied the test setup. In Chennai (13° 06 North, 80° 18 East),
readings were taken from April to June 2018. On all days of
the testing, values were measured between 9 am and 5 pm. The
first law of efficiency was used for energy assessment, whereas
the second law of efficiency was used for exergy studies to
determine energy losses in a PV conversion operation.

The test setup and its schematic figure are shown in
Figures 1(a) and 1(b). This PV/T system mainly consists of
components like, (1) PV thermal unit, (2) serpentine copper
tube heat exchanger arrangement, (3) collection tanks,
(4) datalogger, and (5) other accessories, such as flow meter,
boosting pump, valves, and thermocouples. The SPV/T system
was supported by a frame made of galvanized metal, allowing
solar energy to quickly pass over a glass surface. In order to
avoid rain and other natural occurrences, it was positioned
120mm above the ground. It was made sure that the system
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was shadow-free; and as per the Chennai meteorological web-
site, the SPV/T system’s angle has been set at 13°. The SPV/T
scheme and operating constraints are specified in Tables 1–3.

A booster pump was employed to supply the coolant
through a controlling valve. A thermocouple was introduced
to the pipe connections to measure the inlet T. A flow meter
was fitted to quantify the coolant flow rate. The thermocouples
positioned along with below the solar PV panel measured the

glazing and Tedlar (Ts). Across the trial period, a datalogger
recorded all T values in short (10 s) steps. Using a pyran-
ometer, experimental results of sun radiation were gathered
and processed at a normal time interval of 30min.

2.2. Nanofluid Preparation. The 20 nm-sized Al2O3 nanopar-
ticles with the purity of 99% and surface area of 40m2/g were
used for this study. Two samples of nanofluids were prepared

Solar panel
Steel frame

Working fluid
collecting tank

Pump 2

Working fluid
cooling tankDatalogger

Rotameter Pump 1
Working fluid inlet tank

ðaÞ

Solar power meter

Sun T4

T3

T1
T2 Valve

Working
fluid

collecting
tank

Working fluid
inlet tank

Electrical data to datalogger
Hot fluid
Inlet fluid

Inlet fluid temperature
Outlet fluid temperature
Tedlar temperature
Glazing temperature

Fluid after cooling

T1
T2
T3
T4

Thermocouple data to datalogger

Working fluid 
cooling tank

Pump

Rotameter

ðbÞ
FIGURE 1: (a) SPV/T test setup; (b) SPV/T test setup schematic illustration.
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by dispersing Al2O3 atoms with diverse φ of 0.1% and 0.2%
(w/v) through water suspension.

w=v %ð Þ ¼ Mass  of  solute  gð Þ
Volume of  solution  mlð Þ × 100: ð1Þ

Nanofluid thermophysical properties are listed in Table 2.

2.3. Uncertainty Analysis. All the instruments were cali-
brated before taking experimental readings to avoid uncer-
tainties. The PV/T setup consisted of a voltmeter, T sensor,
pyranometer, and pressure gauges. A mercury thermometer
restrained ambient air T. Intake, exit air T, and glazing
surface T be restrained by thermocouples and are placed
at a proper position of the PV/T scheme. The flow of air was
attuned through a valve placed between the blower and air
channel intake. The sun’s rays were restrained through a
pyranometer that is situated identically to the collector
surface.

Supplied air and wind velocities were restrained through
Lutron AM-4206M digital anemometer and a cup anemome-
ter, respectively. Current and voltage were restrained through
a standardized ammeter and voltmeter of the datalogger. Each
dataset was recorded in the frequency of 15min intervals and
to a datalogger. The uncertainties that occurred during the
measurement are enlisted in Table 4.

3. Analysis Methodology

3.1. PV/T System Exergy Analysis. Exergy depends on the
second law of efficiency. It is a metric for gauging system
sustainability. It demonstrates how well the HT process
works. Energy quality was included in the analysis for evalu-
ating the most effective energy utilization. Assuming that the
system is in a quasi-steady state, an increase in T maintains
the air’s constant specific heat.

The mass balance equation is expressed as follows:

∑ṁin ¼ ∑ṁout; ð2Þ

where ṁ stands for flow rate, in denotes an intake, and out
denotes an exit. The generalized energy and exergy balances
can be expressed in rate form (after ignoring the effects of
kinetic and potential energy fluctuations) [44]:

∑Ė in ¼ ∑Ėout; ð3Þ

∑Ėxin −∑Ėxout ¼ ∑Ėxirre: ð4Þ

The rate form of the general exergy balance, using
Equation (8), is as follows:

∑ 1 −
Ta

Ts

� �
Q̇s − Ẇ þ∑ṁin ψ in −∑ṁout ψout ¼ Ėxirre;

ð5Þ

where

ψ i ¼ hin − hað Þ − Ta Sin − Sað Þ; ð6Þ

TABLE 1: Specifications of solar PV/thermal scheme.

Tilt angle of solar panel 13°
Length of the PV module (L1) 1,349mm
Width of the PV module (L2) 678mm
PV module 0.915mm2

Length of the copper tube 510mm
Diameter of the copper tube 15.95mm
Short-circuit current of solar panel (ISC) 9.42A
Load voltage (VL) 17.50V
Load current (AL) 8.57A
Number of cells 36
Slope of the solar panel surface 13
Overall loss coefficient (UL) 5W/m2K
Transmittance of the glass cover (τ) 0.95
Absorptance of the glass cover (α) 0.85
Collector breadth (B) 658mm
Collector breadth (H) 840mm
Area of the panel (A) 98,042mm2

Air duct length (I) 1,470mm
Air duct breadth (b) 645mm
Air duct width (w) 80mm
Cross section of air entry (l× b) 149× 80mm

TABLE 2: Operating parameters.

Parameters Measurement

Ambient temperature (Ta) 302–306K
Solar radiation 700–1,200W/m2

TABLE 3: Water and nanofluid properties.

Parameters ρ (kg/m3) Cp (J/kg K) K (W/mk)

Water 1,000 4,182 0.6
Al2O3 3,960 773 30

TABLE 4: The uncertainties of measurements.

Equipment Measurement Uncertainty

Thermocouples
Inlet and outlet air channel

temperature
Æ1°C

Thermocouples
Glazing and Tedlar

temperatures
Æ1°C

Anemometer Air velocity Æ5%
Pyranometer Solar radiation Æ5%
Weather station Wind velocity Æ0.5m/s
Mercury
thermometer

Ambient temp Æ0.5°C

PV short-circuit
current

Current Æ1%

PV open-circuit
voltage

Voltage Æ1%

Digital manometer Pressure Æ1%
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ψo ¼ hout − hað Þ − Ta Sout − Sað Þ; ð7Þ

1−
Ta

Ts

� �
Q̇s − ṁ hout − hinð Þ−Ta Sout − Sinð Þð Þ ¼ Ėxirre;

ð8Þ

where Q̇s is the solar radiation absorbed by the panel’s out-
side absorber.

Q̇s ¼ G ταð ÞAmod: ð9Þ

The irreversibility is expressed as follows:

Ėx iire ¼ Ta  ̇Sgen; ð10Þ

Ṡgen ¼ ṁCpln
To

Ti
−
Q̇s

Ts
þ Q0

Ta
; ð11Þ

Q0 ¼ Q̇s − ṁCp To − Tið Þ; ð12Þ

ηĖx ¼ 1 −
Ta Ṡgen

1 −
Ta

Ts

� �
Q̇s

: ð13Þ

The net output exergy of a system or the exergetic dev-
astation in the system is used to estimate the system’s exergy
effectiveness. The effectiveness of the second law is com-
puted as follows:

ηĖx ¼
Ėxo
Ėxi

¼ ṁ ho − hi − Ta So − Sið Þð Þ
1 −

Ta

Ts

� �
Q̇s

: ð14Þ

When using the exergy of amaterial contributor, it is impor-
tant to note the distinction between exergy destruction and
degradation [35–39]. Exergy losses include exergy that flows
into the environment, whereas exergetic devastation denotes
the irreversible lack of exergy inside the unit boundaries.

ĖxD ¼ Ėxirre
Q̇c:

ð15Þ

3.2. PV/T System Energy Analysis. The electrical efficacy of a
PV study may be given as follows:

ηel ¼
VmpImp

Ṡ
¼ Ėel

Ṡ
: ð16Þ

Air mass flow rate is,

ρ ¼ P
RTa

; ð17Þ

ṁ ¼ ρAmodv: ð18Þ

The thermal efficacy of a PV/T is given as follows:

Q̇ ¼ ṁ Cp To − Tið Þ; ð19Þ

ηth ¼
ṁ Cp To − Tið Þ

AmodG
: ð20Þ

The bulk average T is used to indicate all of the physical
properties of the liquid.

ΔTm ¼ Ti þ To

2
: ð21Þ

The total HT coefficient “h” for the unit may be consid-
ered as the liquid coolants acquired heat within the com-
puted control volume. Therefore, the Nusselt number may
be determined from Equation (22):

Nu ¼ h ⋅
D

kf luid
: ð22Þ

Pressure drop of the system,

Δp ¼ f :
L
D

� �
ρU2

m=2

� �
; ð23Þ

where ρ is the density of coolant and Um is the coolant mean
velocity.

3.3. Data Reduction. The mean air Tf :Tf ¼ Tai þ Tao=2 is
restrained arithmetic mean coolant values of T at the system
inlet and outlet.

The average plate T is calculated from plate thermocouples.

Tp ¼
∑n

i¼1Tpi

n
; ð24Þ

where n is the number of thermocouples on the absorber
plate. The mean flow area is used to compute the air velocity
leaving the duct [40–45].

V ¼ ṁ
ρ
WH: ð25Þ

The rectangular duct section’s hydraulic diameter is
shown in Equation (26):

Dh ¼
4  W ⋅ Hð Þ
2  W þ Hð Þ : ð26Þ

Therefore, the Nusselt number may be determined from
Equation (27):
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Nu ¼ hDh

k
: ð27Þ

4. CFD Analysis

It is a simulation technique used to solve complex fluid
mechanics, and other related branches problems. Creation
of a 2D or 3D model is the first step in CFD. A system of
partial differential equations that specify the airflow was used
to create the CFD model of the PV/T system.

4.1. Governing Equations (28)–(30). The following equations
were used in this method to predict the flow features.

(1) The continuity equation:

∂ρ
∂t

þ ∇ ⋅ ρV
!� �

¼ 0: ð28Þ

(2) Navier–Stokes equation:

∂uiρ
∂t

þ ∂ uiuj
À Á
∂xj

¼ −
1
ρ

∂p
∂xi

þ ∂
∂xj

v
∂ui
∂xj

 !
: ð29Þ

(3) HT equations:

∂T
∂t

þ ∂
∂xj

ujT
À Á ¼ ∂

∂xj
α
∂T
∂xj

 !
: ð30Þ

In this study, Newtonian, incompressible, 3D, and tran-
sient assumptions were used for each of the three HTmechan-
isms. CFD code Ansys Fluent was used to solve the equations
[46, 47]. Keeping in view of representing the physical model of
the system presented above into a mathematical model, the
following additional approximations and assumptions are
made: (1) the flow is steady, laminar, incompressible, and
2D, (2) the coolant is Newtonian and viscous, (3) the thermo-
physical properties of the coolant are constant, and (4) the
temperature gradient normal to the x–y planes is negligibly
small.

4.2. Methodology of CFD Analysis. The flow field domain’s
continuum space was partitioned into suitably small discrete
cells, whose distribution defines where the flow variables are
computed and recorded. The mesh was hexahedral in shape
and had an overall performance of 0.94, which would be
acceptable for mesh processing in a CFD solver [48, 49].
An Octree is a spatial partition algorithm that discretizes
the flow area into finite element analysis and is an object-
oriented structural meshing method for discretizing the
mathematical model. In addition, the Delaunay algorithm
is employed to generate a smoother transition between
some of the sizes of the control volumes. In Table 5, the

mesh quality requirements used in CFD models are provided
[50, 51].

In Table 6, mesh-independence analysis was used to
optimize the mesh size. The mesh size was adjusted when
further meshing did not affect the simulated data [52–56].
Two million cells were chosen because there was no addi-
tional enhancement in the solution after such count, based
on consistent with the experimental information.

The input information provided for computational analy-
sis is cooling fluid properties such as density and viscosity and
boundary conditions such as mass flow rate applied inside and
outside the PV/T system. In addition, the K-epsilon (K-ε)
turbulence model was selected as it is the validated and proven
model for handling fluid turbulence. The pressure–velocity
connection was performed by using the SIMPLE algo-
rithm [57–61].

5. Results and Discussion

Energy and exergy tests were accomplished physically using
the first and second law of efficacy, respectively, to investi-
gate the effects of liquid cooling augmentation on solar sys-
tem reversibility. The constructed numerical model was then
used to verify the outputs.

5.1. Time Range of Experiment. Figure 2 shows the difference
between solar radiation and the mean ambiance T over the
test’s 9–16 hr day experiment. Throughout the test’s days, the
ambient T ranged from 32 to 42°C, and the amount of solar
radiation measured ranged between 600 and 1,100W/m2.

5.2. Influence of Liquid Cooling Enhancement on Exergy
Performance. By taking into account the exergetic of solar
radiation, the second law of efficiency was used to determine
the exergy efficacy of a PV/T scheme with a serpentine heat
exchanger. The energy destruction components were consid-
ered to determine irreversible losses affecting the SPV/T sys-
tem. In addition, the exergy losses that occurred during the
absorbing process were measured.

TABLE 5: Grid quality requirements.

Factor Quality criteria

Cell angle >18°
Cell expansion rate <10
Cell skewness 0.8–0.95
Aspect ratio <1,000 for double precision solver
Orthogonal quality >0.65

TABLE 6: Grid independence test.

Size of elements (mm)
Number of
elements

Nusselt
number (Nu)

Percentage
difference

0.36 1,354,678 43.14 0.48
0.34 1,726,343 43.25 0.25
0.32 1,987,654 43.32 0.16
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The Al2O3 nanofluid with 0.2% concentration provided the
maximum exergy efficiency of 36% while using a 0.015 kg/s
mass flow rate (Figure 3(a)) as compared to ṁ = 0.0133 kg/s
(Figure 3(b)) and ṁ = 0.0117 kg/s (Figure 3(c)). The energy
efficiency was decreased to 30% at lesser mass flow rate
of 0.0117 kg/s, as shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c) [45]. The
degree to which the SPV/T system’s energy conversion pro-
cess is irreversible determines the efficiency maintained. The
material of PV modules in the solar panel also contributed to
the loss of exergy. It was detected that the exergy efficacy
increased when the solar intensity increased.

The maximum exergy efficacy recorded was 36% during
the experiments. It was found that the variability of efficiency
depends on the SPV/T system’s energy conversion process’
irreversibility [45]. This SPV/T system module has a 20%
energy efficiency with no additional cooling. Due to its inabil-
ity to capture all of the sun’s energy, its efficiency was
extremely poor. However, the tested serpentine tube heat

exchanger with nanofluids raised the efficiency by 10%–16%,
depending on the ambient conditions. When the sun’s inten-
sity rose, the energy efficiency rose as well. The exergy harm
prevailed from 65% to 70%. The exergy destruction factor
observed was 67%–72% with these cooling enhancements as
compared to 88% of the bare SPV/T system.

5.3. Effect of Liquid Cooling Enhancement on Thermal Energy
Efficiency. Numerous constraints like mass flow rate, specific
heat, T drop, solar radiation, and nanofluid concentration
contributed to the system’s thermal efficiency. The heat
cohort and elimination took place in diverse positions of
the SPV/T system. In the absorber, the working fluid’s ther-
mal steadiness is strong-minded with regard to the amount
of the heat energy pending out of the collector along with the
energy mounted up through the employed liquid networks is
equivalent to the relocated PV absorber energy towards wag-
ing fluid. The consolidated thermal efficacy of the SPV/T
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FIGURE 2: Solar radiation vs. air temperature at various mass flow rates. (a) ṁ1 = 0.015 kg/s, (b) ṁ2 = 0.0133 kg/s, and (c) ṁ3 = 0.0133 kg/s.
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scheme for water and nanofluids at diverse concentrations at
three mass flow rates is shown in Figure 4(a)–4(c). Higher
thermal efficiency achieved was 71.02% at greater discharge
of Al2O3 0.2% nanofluid owing to its relatively higher heat
elimination rate than other cooling fluids. Similar observa-
tions have been reported earlier Kim et al. [62], Salari et al.
[63], and Said et al. [64].

Both experiment and CFD modeling were used to calcu-
late the surface T of the SPV/T system. It was found that the
relationship between SPV/T surface T and efficacy and ther-
mal efficacy is inverse. In other words, system thermal effi-
cacy declined as SPV/T surface T rose [45]. The cooling
effect of water was recorded as lower than that of the other
two nanofluids, as shown in Figure 5(a)–5(c).

For a mass flow rate of 0.0117 kg/s, the variation between
the observed operating fluid inlet T and collector outlet Twas
11.1, 15.8, and 17.8°C for water, Al2O3 0.1%, and Al2O3 0.2%
nanofluids. The energy efficiency of the collector was intrin-
sically linked to this T differential [46–51, 53]. For the Al2O3

0.2% nanofluid, the average T differential here between col-
lector input and exit was the largest, and for water, it was the
least. Furthermore, due to the closed systemic circulation
used during the working fluid, the collector’s working fluid
inlet T was increased somewhat throughout the studies
[52, 54–56].

The quantity of heat absorbed by the BF from the PV
study was determined by the T of the solar cells; therefore,
variations in solar cell T and water outlet T were directly
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FIGURE 3: Exergy efficiency obtained at different mass flow rates. (a) ṁ = 0.015 kg/s, (b) ṁ= 0.0133 kg/s, and (c) ṁ = 0.0117 kg/s.
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comparable. When combined with water and evenly dis-
persed by sonication, the studied Al2O3 nanoparticles exhibit
heat transmission properties [57–61, 65]. Working fluids
absorbed the least amount of heat at larger mass flow rate,
due to reduced working fluid outlet Ts and the highest heat
effectiveness [5].

The correlation between the T drop measured in the
experiment and CFD analysis is shown in Figure 6 for all
three mass flow rates. A reasonable agreement between the
two approaches was found. The difference in the value is due
to the discretization and round-off error, which is inherently
present in CFD and cannot be made zero.

The T profile of different fluids when they flow through
the serpentine heat exchanger is shown in Figure 7 for
diverse mass flow rate. Obviously, the water could not carry
the heat produced in the SPV/T system as per Figure 7(a)

[66–69]. However, Al2O3 0.2% based nanofluid carried away
relatively higher heat from the system [70–72].

6. Conclusion

An exergetic and energy efficacy study was accomplished for
the liquid cooling enhancement of serpentine heat exchanger
of 150W solar PV thermal collectors through experimenta-
tion and numerical analysis. The liquid cooling enhancement
under the test showed an increase in the rate at which heat
was removed from the SPV/T system. The findings from this
investigation lead to the following conclusions:

(1) Al2O3 0.2% resulted in an increase in exergy efficacy
of 20%–36%. This is the SPV/T system’s highest
energy efficacy. It is clear that employing a serpentine
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FIGURE 4: Thermal energy efficiency at the mass flow rate of (a) ṁ1 = 0.015 kg/s, (b) ṁ2 = 0.0133 kg/s, and (c) ṁ3 = 0.0117 kg/s.
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tube heat exchanger and a nanofluid with an Al2O3

0.2% base improves energy efficiency. The exergy
performance was increased from 20% to 36% while
using Al2O3 0.2%. This is the maximum exergy
efficiency achieved in this SPV/T system. It can be
concluded that Al2O3 0.2% based nanofluid increases

the exergy efficiency while using a serpentine tube
heat exchanger.

(2) The thermal energy performance increased by 20%
using a nanofluid-based serpentine heat exchanger.
Thermal efficacy is enlarged by the mass flow rate
and nanoparticle concentrations. This efficacy was
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FIGURE 5: Photovoltaic surface temperature for mass flow rate at 0.0117 kg/s.
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also predisposed by the intensity of solar radiation
and thermophysical characteristics of the working
liquids.

(3) The CFD model is found to better match test
results and can be useful in upcoming parametric
investigations.

(4) To boost cooling impacts and, hence, efficacy, future
work might be expanded to concentrate on a more
optimal serpentine copper tube heat exchanger
design. Additionally, the authors can further improve
the design and tube layout with various nanofluid
concentrations using various CFD models.

(5) Given that it significantly reduces energy use, this
setup may be applied to green and intelligent cities.
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